
DiffuSeq: Sequence to Sequence Text Generation 
With Diffusion Models

Background and contribution highlights

Recently, diffusion models have emerged as a new paradigm for generative

models. Despite the success in domains using continuous signals such as vision

and audio, adapting diffusion models to natural language is under-explored

due to the discrete nature of texts, especially for the conditional generation.

We tackle this challenge by proposing DiffuSeq: a diffusion model designed for

sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) text generation tasks.

• Our proposed DiffuSeq as a conditional language model is trained end-to-

end in a classifier-free manner.

• We establish a theoretical connection among autoregressive (AR), non-

autoregressive (NAR) and DiffuSeq models.

• DiffuSeq is a powerful model for text generation, matching or even 

surpassing competitive AR, iterative NAR, and large-PLMs on quality and 

diversity.
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Connections to previous work

For conditional text generation, Diffusion-LM uses an extra-trained classifier

to provide guidance but only adds fine-grained constraints on the generated

outputs. In the more general seq2seq setting, applying it can be challenging. To

address this, we propose a model DiffuSeq. It captures input guidance using a

single model and doesn’t rely on a separate classifier.

The demonstration of unconditional, classifier-guided, and classifier-free diffusion models

Methods for DiffuSeq

DiffuSeq learns a unified feature space by concatenating the space of 𝑥 and 𝑦 into 𝑧,

and the embedding space is jointly trained. In the forward process, for 𝑧𝑡, we only

impose partial noise on the space of 𝑦. The 𝑥 signal stays in an un-noised state. In

the reverse process, the neural network is optimized with the help of conditional

signals 𝑥 as guidance.

During training, we employ importance sampling to ensure sufficient training for

more difficult data.

During inference, in addition to the rounding operations, we use an additional

anchoring operation that replaces the recovered 𝑥 part with the original 𝑥0 to

ensure that the 𝑥 part remains un-noised.

Our results demonstrate that DiffuSeq achieves comparable or even higher

generation quality. Besides, it consistently shows its superiority in generating

diverse outputs given the same input sequence. This is a desirable property in

many NLG applications.

Selected Results for Different Seq2Seq Tasks

Diversity Analyses

We conducted Minimum Bayes Risk (MBR) on candidate sets with different sizes to

select the best result. We observed that with an increase in size, the quality score

increases as well. This rising trend is more evident for DiffuSeq than GPT2. This is

because GPT2 tends to generate highly similar candidates, which impedes the

effectiveness of MBR.

The right most figure validates this by showing that DiffuSeq enjoys better quality-

diversity trade-offs than other strong baselines.

The increase of BLEU score with different candidate sizes, and the trade-off between quality and diversity
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We investigate LevT and DiffuSeq’s step-wise quality and diversity curves. It appears

that DiffuSeq tends to explore more possible results in the first half of the generation

process and converges to several potential candidates when it is close to the end of

the steps, so the quality score rises in the end and the diversity score is always high.

This is likely due to the noise injected in the generation process.

As for the inference speed. By reducing the number of diffusion steps to 1,000,

DiffuSeq can provide a good balance between quality and speed in practical

scenarios.


